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SECTION 1 

Introduction 
Established under the Family Law Act 1975, the Institute of 
Family Studies commenced work in February 1980 under its 
first Director, Dr Don Edgar. It was decided early in 1980 
that the Director and members of the Board of Management 
would visit each 6f the major capital cities to meet with 
groups of researchers and interested individuals working on 
family studies. They would be asked to offer views on the 
Institute's research priorities, and invited to help develop the 
Institute's network, a key aspect of its family research co
ordinating function. 

The public was notified through the local press that the 
Institute planned to conduct open hearings on social changes 
and policies affecting Australian families. The first hearings 
were held in 1980 in Perth, Adelaide, and Melbourne. In 
1981 hearings were held in Hobart, Launceston, Brisbane, 
Alice Springs, Darwin, Canberra and Sydney. 

Written submissions were invited on the following topics: 

• current research on any aspects of family life in its social, 
economic and legal context; 

• data available for use by the Institute in its task of building 
a central repository of information about Australian 
families; 

• details about the clients and work of agencies dealing with 
families; 

• the impact of government policies and administrative pro
cedures on families of different types; 

• cultural differences in family lifestyles and values that 
need attention in formulating family-related policies; 

• the gaps in information about family life most urgently in 
need of research attention. 

The Canberra Family Impact 
Seminar 
I t was hoped that the Canberra Seminar would provide an 
opportunity to involve national policy advisers as well as 
representatives of the Canberra community concerned with 
local issues. This aim was only part achieved with regard to 
the former; a situation which was both surprising and dis-

appointing. Invitations were extended to all departmental 
heads with responsibilities impinging in any way on family 
issues. We are grateful to those who responded by way of 
submission or representation. We hope that all will be invol
ved when the Institute brings together the findings from this 
first series of Family Impact Seminars for evaluation and 
discussion, particularly those responsible for policy advice 
and implementation for action. 

A total of 44 submissions was received; of these 34 were 
written and 10 were oral submissions. The Seminar was held 
at the CSIRO Conference Centre, Limestone Avenue, 
Ainslie and over 80 people attended during the two days. 

The Canberra Community 

Canberra is a 'company town'. This is the assessment of most 
of the people and agencies involved in providing services to 
the community. 

Robyn Walmsley, Chairperson of the Welfare Committee 
and of the Priority Housing Committee of the ACT House of 
Assembly identified the problems of this unique planned 
city. The demographic profile of Canberra which in previous 
years indicated a city devoted to the problems of child care 
now delineates an unemployment problem for the young; a 
situation which will lead inevitably to real problems for the 
aged in the future. Ms Walmsley said that the lack of real 
self-government means powerlessness for the people. 

The impact of government policies has led to large increases 
in unemployment in Canberra and thus in welfare expendi
ture. The welfare industry has expanded so much that 
people are questioning the percentage of the welfare dollar 
actually being spent on individuals as opposed to adminis
tration of agencies in the ACT. 

Father Thomas Wright of the Child and Family Task Force 
of the ACT Council of Social Services (ACTCOSS) blamed 
some of the problems of Canberra, the planned city, on a lack 
of co-ordinated planning of health, education, welfare and 
housing needs. 

He made the point, made by almost all voluntary agencies, 
that the funding of welfare work in the ACT is inadequately 
handled. He went on to say that funding comes from the 
Community Development Fund which gets its money from a 
proportion of the profits from gambling of all types in the 
ACT. These monies are allocated annually to welfare, com
munity, cultural and recreational services. 
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Father Wright suggests that because distinctions between the 
various welfare areas are blurred, funding appears to go to 
agencies with technical ability to present submissions and 
lobby to support their cases. 

He commented that there seems to be no properly consider
ed method of determining funding of agencies delivering 
direct services, nor have priorities of need been established in 
objective fashion. 

Father Wright suggested it could well be desirable to have a 
publicly visible committee hearing evidence from agencies 
requesting funding to determine the distribution of such 
funds as are available on the basis of properly researched 
community need. Such a committee would need to include 
representatives from health, education and welfare authori
ties, from the voluntary sector and from the ACT House of 
Assembly as well as representatives from Parliament. 

He also suggested that there should be evaluation of service 
delivery systems as a whole as against the evaluation of 
individual services. The latter form of evaluation is widely 
espoused but in many cases tells nothing about the appropri
ateness of a particular service in a context of the whole social 
service delivery system. 

Irene Bermingham, Chairman of the ACT Consultative 
Committee on Social Welfare, described the process by 
which the Department of Social Security is informed of wel
fare needs. Discussion from the floor revealed that there is no 
feed-back to the community on the effectiveness of the Com
mittee's advice. The question was asked: 'Is the Consultative 
Committee process a useful method for achieving change, or 
is lobbying more effective?' 

Dianne Proctor described the Woden Community Service 
(WCS) which has a staff of 35 paid personnel. It offers 
children's services and does general community work. The 
submission from the WCS typified the major problems en
countered in the ACT. The submission identified as major 
concerns: 

• an increasing need for subsidies for children's services; 
• help for migrants and others in dealing with health insur

ance matters; 
• inadequate numbers of houses and changing government 

policies for dealing with emergency cases; 
• unemployment as a devastating experience for older men 

and for teenagers and their families; and 
• the problem of uncertainty for all community services in 

obtaining appropriate funding. 

The WCS identified changes in government attitudes in the 
area of community services where there appears to be an 
emphasis away from considering the needs of children for 
good quality child care towards attitudes which imply that 
only those children in 'real need' or with 'special needs' 
should be served. The WCS submission noted that this is an 
unstated change in government policy as far as children's 
services are concerned and has dangerous overtones for the 
future where a child or its family will have to be one of the 
'deserving poor' to have access to children's services sub
sidised by the government. This, the WCS submitted, needs 
thinking through very carefully. The submission asked: 'Are 
we to encourage two streams of children's services; one oper
ated for those who can afford to pay and the other subsidised 
by government?' 

The Woden Community Service reported that the Housing 
Branch of the Capital Territory has changed criteria for 
emergency housing. There appears to be a policy of chang
ing the eligibility of the applicants rather than to address the 
real problem of shortage of housing. The new policy could 
have a very real effect on voluntary agencies since people 
seeking priority housing allocation will require referral by an 
approved government or private social welfare worker. As 
advocates for the clients, the role of the voluntary agencies 
should not be to screen applicants on behalf of the Housing 
Branch. Refusal to participate will mean clients will have to be 
referred to either another agency or a government depart
ment before they can make application to the Housing 
Branch for priority housing. The Woden Community Ser
vice reported that there was no consultation on this revised 
procedure. The Centre stated that, in areas such as housing 
and health, the government has abrogated its responsibilities 
by passing a heavy workload over to voluntary agencies. 

I t was submitted that the uncertainty of funding for agencies 
is policy making in a covert manner. From year to year 
agencies are the subject of reviews, and an inordinate amount 
of submission writing is involved. The submission suggested 
that it would be better for the government to state its inten
tions in this area rather than to continue this uncertainty. 

While the Woden Community Service expects that its ser
vices should be under close scrutiny and the highest level of 
accountability to the departments which fund them, it re
sents the lack of consultation on policy decisions affecting the 
agency and, in most cases, the lack of accountability of the 
funding sources themselves. 



Aboriginal Families 

The submission from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs 
detailed research currently being undertaken into aspects of 
Aboriginal family life. The submission pointed out that the 
impact of government policy and administration on th~ Ab
original family differs from that on other families in Austra
lian society. 

Traditionally, Aboriginal society was composed of complex 
networks of extended families with roles and responsibilities 
imposed on the members by custom. The extended family 
provided a system of child care and social support and was 
the basic social and economic unit of Aboriginal society. 

European settlement has had such dramatic effects that the 
Aboriginal family today has become much less stable. Many 
members of extended families now have great difficulty in 
providing child care and social support for relatives. Until 
recently, government policy was to institutionalise Aborig
inal children and youth or to foster them to white families, 
often far away from their own families. This has caused 
further breakdown of the Aboriginal extended family. 

In the past few years the government has funded a number 
of Aboriginal community-based services designed to help 
strengthen the stability of Aboriginal families. These services 
include the Aboriginal Child Care Agency and Aboriginal 
Legal Services. 

The families forming the clientele of these agencies have 
many general characteristics which illustrate a cycle of pov
erty and deprivation. The 'Evaluation Report on Aboriginal 
Child Care Agencies', prepared by the Department of Social 
Security, characterises client families as being: 

• generally poor and financially insecure; 
• plagued by a multitude of chronic problems, which are not 

easily managed by anyone particular welfare organisa
tion; 

• often single parent families; 
• being unable to provide skills, resources and information 

to help family members; 
• in crisis after the illness, death, desertion, arrest or impri

sonment of a parent; 
• suffering the stress of pending eviction, poverty, debts and 

financial insecurity, unemployment or childhood behav
iour problems such as truancy and delinquency. 

The report of the House of Representatives Standing Com
mittee on Aboriginal Affairs, titled Aboriginal Legal Aid 

(AGPS Canberra, 1980) acknowledges that government poli
cies have superimposed on Aboriginal people a system of 
child care which is alien to the Aboriginal child care system 
amongst traditionally-oriented Aboriginals. The report 
points out that this has been detrimental to the ability of 
Aboriginal families to care for their children and, when 
exacerbated by other problems such as extreme poverty, 
unemployment and alcoholism, contributes to family break
down and the neglect and inadequate control of children. 

The Department of Aboriginal Affairs submitted that there 
are a number of instances where administrative procedures 
have had a detrimental impact on Aboriginal families. In 
most instances neither the legal nor administrative systems 
recognise polygamous marriage. This causes hardship to the 
family unit in a number of civil law and social welfare matters. 
State housing authorities, through their housing policies, 
prevent Aboriginal families from being accommodated as 
extended family units, and this has had an adverse effect on 
Aboriginal families. 

Adoptions and Families 

Adoption Triangle submitted that families which include 
adopted members are 'different', because they have to cope 
with considerable legal, social and psychological pressures of 
a particular nature which are not experienced by other 
families. 

Selma McLaren, speaking for the Adoption Triangle, said 
that at a time when the whole character of adoption is chang
ing throughout the world, there is a need for more positive 
and humane legislation and research. Perhaps because little 
research has been published, it is no surprise to find that 
society in general has a fragmented and limited idea of the 
effect adoption has on those whose lives are involved. An 
active campaign of public awareness would help to show what 
the three parties concerned feel about this important social, 
emotional, and legal entity that enables the child of one set of 
parents to become the child of another set of parents chosen 
by agents acting on behalf of society. 

Ms McLaren quoted research by Dr John Triseliotis in Great 
Britain and Cliff Picton in Australia who both strongly sup
port the 'need to know' claim being widely expressed by 
adoptees, natural and adoptive parents and by some adop
tion agencies. 
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Adoption Triangle agrees with Picton who recommends 'that 
any new or amended legislation on adoption, and its conse
quent incorporation in adoption agency practice, should 
provide for: 

• The legal right of all adoptees, on attaining the age of 18, 
to obtain a copy of their original birth certificate. Such a 
right should include at least one interview with a coun
sellor, qualified and experienced in the field of adoption. 
(This provision would apply retrospectively to all adop
tions prior to the new or amended legislation.) 

• That adoption agencies should counsel relinquishing 
parents regarding the short and long term consequences 
of consent to adoption. 

• That adoption agencies should make greater efforts to 
gather adequate and relevant information on the relin
quishing parents to be made available to adoptive parents 
and, through them, to adoptees. Such information should 
be kept on file. 

• That adoption agencies should encourage adoptive 
parents to furnish information on the progress of the 
adoption, from time to time. Such information, as it relates 
to children, might then be made available, in non identi
fying form, to interested relinquishing parents. 

• That adoption agencies should regard adoption as a life
time process and offer a continuing service to all the 
parties involved.' 

Adoption Triangle in the ACT is pressing the Minister for 
the Capital Territory to establish an official contact register 
and to consider legislative change or at least a more humane 
interpretation of the existing rules, so that a service similar to 
that operating in New South Wales and South Australia 
within the Department of Youth and Community Services 
could be implemented. 

Adoption Triangle stated that although contact registers 
only assist those parties who are aware of their existence, 
people are finding one another despite the lack of official 
backing for such registers. Ms McLaren stated that the law is 
not able to prevent feelings associated with having 
relinquished a child, or from prompting people to search for 
each other. 

Adoption Triangle believes more support should be given to 
adoptive families, particularly after the adoption order has 
been finalised. This support should include an attempt to 
present realistically the relinquishing parents' point of view, 
and possible future aspirations and needs; the long term 
effect of relinquishing a child on the birth mother; and the 
effect of contact between the adoptee, the birth mother and 
the adoptive parents. 

Adoption Triangle concluded 'that adoption is a lifelong 
process and that all parties should be made aware of possible 
problems that may arise in the future'. 

Birth Practices 

Pat Cherry described the Pregnancy Support Service which 
provides emotional support, counselling and practical assist
ance in home-help, child-minding, transport and accommo
dation. Their clients are mainly women on their own, many 
of whom have recently arrived in Canberra. The Service uses 
55 trained telephone counsellors. Funding for the Service 
comes from the Department of the Capital Territory and 
from private sources. 

The Service noted a decline in traditional family structure 
and indicated need for research in a number of areas dealing 
with changing social mores. The Service submits that the 
continuation of pregnancy and the decision to raise the child 
alone is an expression of the individual's need for identity, 
actualisation, self development and integration into the 
society. 

The Service would like to develop counselling in sexuality, 
for post-abortion and for parenting. They note a need to 
make girls aware of the problems of parenting and feel that 
information should be available about what being a parent 
entails; about the problems faced by single parents and about 
parenting and personal development. 

The Canberra Homebirth Association submitted several 
books on the subject of inappropriate medical practices for 
maternity. They also provided statistics on 141 homebirths in 
Canberra during the past six years. The submission detailed 
the history of midwifery and interventionist obstetrics, 
parental-infant bonding and postnatal depression. The 
Association suggested that training of midwives was inade
quate and dominated by the medical profession. It was sub
mitted that there is a need for much more postnatal support 
including adequate paternity leave as an inalienable right of 
fathers. 

Changing Social Norms 

The submission from Women Who Want to be Women 
(WWWW) attacked the Family Law Act as an achievement of 
secular humanism. Their submission stated that 'Humanism 
is a religion which is the antithesis of Christianity, and it is our 
contention that the ideological warfare, which is being waged 
at a deeper level than most people recognise, is the root cause 
of the destruction in homes and families which we see today'. 



WWWW suggested that far from being a 'liberating' factor 
for women, easy divorce has brought them back into the 
bondage of the non-Christian concept of females as chattels 
and sex objects. The submission suggested that the spate of 
graffiti on Canberra walls and bus shelters from groups such 
as Women Against Rape and Women Against Pornography 
'reclaiming the night' is additional evidence of the attitude. 
WWWW say there is justification in the cry for women to 
unite against oppression, but while the methods of dealing 
with oppression flout Christian ethics, these women will not 
be successful. 

WWWW are concerned that married persons are discrimi
nated against by the cut-off income level for free medical 
services and pensions. They postulate that sole parents living 
with a low income person will be able to cheat these income 
levels. 

WWWW said in their submission that the Australian educa
tion system 'exhibits the same erosion of Judeo-Christian 
ethics, supplanted by blatant propaganda for situational 
ethics and sexual permissiveness which rivals that of Sodom 
and Gomorrah and ancient Rome'. 

WWWW state that 'the real business of education is to equip 
children with the scholastic knowledge, understanding and 
skills they need to lead productive and happy lives', but they 
suggest that 'the humanistic element has subversively enter
ed in, culminating in an onslaught over recent years on moral 
values which has created heavy external and internal pres
sure on families'. WWWW enthusiastically support equal 
opportunity in education and employment for men and 
women but they argue that in the hands of agitators and 
legislators removed from the guidelines of God, this worth
while objective has degenerated into yet another vehicle for 
regressive social change. They submit that the view ofeduca
tionists caught up in the 'anti-sexism' syndrome is hostile to 
the traditional family with its well-defined male and female 
roles. 

WWWW blame anti-discrimination legislation for the dual 
burden carried by women who work. Women, whether in 
Russia or in Canberra, have to co-ordinate paid work with 
unpaid household work. 

Their submission suggested the following areas of concern 
need to be investigated: 
• the impact on family life of TV programs bordering on the 

pornographic; 
• the need for assistance to families to enable the disabled, 

elderly and handicapped to be cared for at home; 
• the effects of exorbitant housing mortgage rates on fami

lies trying to establish a home; 

• the need for positive alternatives in training and appren-
ticeships in lieu of easily obtainable dole payments; and 

• the impact of separation and divorce on children. 

A submission from Peter Mark and Nancy Miller from the 
Family Court Counselling Service pointed out the differ
ences in perceptions between rural and city communities of 
families and their problems. 

In their submission, Mr Mark and Ms Miller said they found 
that country people tend to accept authority figures and 
believe in punishment for deviance from traditional family 
behaviour. They found that city people take much greater 
control of situations and are more willing to experiment with 
alternative solutions. They suggest therefore that counsel
ling styles need to be different for country and city clients. 

The Catholic Women's League (CWL) is concerned to help 
and support the family in all its needs. The focus of their 
submission was directed to encouraging the traditional 
family unit of wife, husband and children together with the 
extended family of grandparents and other relations. The 
League stresses the need within families for a supportive 
atmosphere which changes as children progress towards 
maturity. The League defines maturing as the ability to come 
to terms with one's environment and still be an individual of 
integrity, capable of making decisions in the community in
terest and forming satisfactory human relationships, accept
ing responsibility and using one's talents sufficiently to have a 
sense of achievement, independence and worthwhileness. 

The CW L identified various problem areas and the impact of 
these on families. It suggests that education has been taken 
out of the hands of parents who should be the prime educa
tors of their children, particularly in the area of values. The 
submission suggested parents are made to feel that they are 
not qualified to educate their children in addition to and 
apart from formal education. Further, the League considers 
that counselling of minors without the knowledge or consent 
of parents undermines the structure and autonomy of the 
family. 

The League states that education for marriage courses which 
have been run for many years by churches should be follow
ed up in the first year of marriage by further courses to 
encourage coping skills. Further the submission suggests that 
education for marriage and family should include also in
formation on finance, budgeting and sharing of income. 

The League considers that family allowances should be in
dexed, that educational allowances are inadequate and that a 
more equitable income tax system could be devised to aid 
families. 
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The League identified poverty and unemployment as factors 
which can destroy the sense of worth in a whole family. On 
the other hand it notes that 'society is turning towards materi
alism, to the affluent mentality which considers material 
prosperity and personal satisfaction the only goals worth 
pursuing ... self denial is needed ... (because) the affluent 
mentality and lack of values is leading to a selfishness which is 
all too evident'. 

The Australian Family Association is concerned about the 
tendency for adolescents to seek independent status, often at 
an early age. Traditionally, a significant avenue for adole
scents to gain a form of independencewas by movement into 
the role of a wage or salary earner following the completion 
of schooling. 

Due to the current levels of unemployment, this is not always 
possible. The credibility of the education process as a tradi
tional guarantor of a place in the workforce is at risk. Con
tinued dependency conflicts with a critical life stage of youth 
generally characterised by hopes and ambitions. This conflict 
is reflected in the increasing incidence of youth homeless
ness. There is pressure on the family to absorb the demands 
of youth to achieve a meaningful role in society. 

Dr Peter McDonald, of the Australian National University, 
posed questions about the demographic consequences re
sulting from new types of families or living arrangements. 
He said there has been a sudden, massive increase in the 
number of persons aged 25 and over who are not married. 
While some of these people are in the single parent family 
category, and others may have formed consensual unions, a 
sizeable proportion are on their own. This group represents 
a very considerable change from the Australian society of the 
1950s and 1960s which consisted almost exclusively of mar
ried couples and their children. Dr McDonald asked: How is 
society adjusting to them and how are they adjusting to 
society? He said that some will marry and there will be a 
marriage market of relatively older people. In almost one in 
three marriages, one or both of the spouses has been married 
before. About 16 per cent of marriages are between a single 
person and a divorced person. Dr McDonald asked: What 
will be the fertility of these marriages? 

It is likely that a considerable number of these single persons 
will continue to live on their own. Is society prepared for this 
eventuality? What are the demographic consequences of this 
trend? What are the implications for housing, the labour 
force, social services? 

I t should not be forgotten that the greater diversity of Aus
tralian families includes 'single person families' which should 

not be excluded from any research program on the Austral
ian family simply because a family is defined as consisting of 
two or more persons . 

Children's Services 

The Australian Early Childhood Association, in recog
nising the changes in family size, composition and 
aspirations, pointed out the need for services for children 
whose parents work outside the home, as well as for those 
whose parents stay at home. Many parents they said are 
suffering economic hardship, isolation, lack of status, and 
stress, all of which are exacerbated by the lack of support 
from relatives or from the community. 

The submission points out that government policies for chil
dren's services are related to the principle of 'the user pays' 
and thus the paTent is defined as the user. By defining the 
user as the parent rather than the child many practices follow 
which do not necessarily result in quality services. However if 
the child were defined as the user, then services would be 
different. Economic need is not the only criterion which 
defines 'disadvantage' in today'S society. Changing family 
patterns and their attendant stresses point to the need for a 
family policy, or a children's services policy, which would take 
account of the rights of the child to quality services. 

Current policies by the federal government seem to indicate 
that early education (in terms of pre-school availability) is 
more of a priority for children identified as having some 
need for compensatory services. There is an unspoken 
assumption that children not designated as needy have no 
right to quality services either in care situations or pre-school 
settings unless their parents pay for those services. The 
Association argues that both care and pre-school services 
should be the right of young children and that it could not 
support anything less than services of the highest quality. 

The Association has a publicly stated and continuing com
mitment to the reconciliation of the needs of both children 
and families with the provision of services in which personnel 
have adequate and appropriate training, realistic salaries and 
public recognition of the value of providing these services. 
The Association sees the necessity of obtaining data which 
will provide a basis for future policies and practice. 

The Woden Community Service (WCS) expressed its con
cern about apparent changes in government policy in 
relation to child care. Their submission detailed the work of 
the WCS as follows: 



• occasional child care centre catering for children on a 
sessional basis aimed specifically at non-working mothers 
- 28,000 child care places per year. There is an increasing 
trend for the service to be asked to cater for 'problem' 
cases. 

• school holiday programs for children aged 5 to 12, usually 
of working parents, which cater for an average of 75-80 
children per holiday. 

• after school care programs for children between the ages 
of 5 to 12, usually of working parents, catering for an 
average 75-80 children per term. 

• family day care for over 300 children. 

The Department of Aboriginal Affairs commented that 
Aboriginal child care agencies providing special services for 
Aboriginal children and families are part of a growing move
ment initiated by members of the Aboriginal community. 
These services are aimed at preventing family disintegration 
and the subsequent need for the placement of children away 
from home. The services being developed by agencies range 
from those aimed at strengthening the family unit such as 
homemaker services, budget counselling, parent education, 
family counselling and referral services to emergency care of 
children, intervention in Children's Courts and as a last 
resort fostering and adoption of children with Aboriginal 
families. These services also are assisting the return of chil
dren separated from their families to the Aboriginal com
munity. 

The Parent Support Service was set up to meet the needs of 
those who feared they might abuse their child. Chris Hilvert 
said that the em phasis of the Service has changed and parents 
now contact the Service for a wide variety of reasons. One of 
the aims of the Service is still however to educate the commu
nity by creating an awareness that child abuse and neglect is 
not limited to a special group of abnormal people, but that 
everyone has the potential to be a child abuser given certain 
circumstances. 

Clients of the Service include parents and grandparents of 
both sexes, married, de facto, in blended families, or coping 
with children alone. Lone parents comprised 40 per cent of 
new clients in 1981. 

Many of those with partners felt that the support and under
standing they received from their own partners was in
adequate or unacceptable . .The extended family network is 
typically weak for those living in the ACT (although it is 
questioned whether this is so different from the experience 
of parents living in the new outer suburbs of the big capital 
cities). Although the largest numbe~ of callers are parents of 

pre-school children, there is an increasing number of parents 
of adolescents presenting with problems. 

Increasing use of the Service is believed to be indicative ofthe 
mounting anxieties parents have about child rearing and life 
generally, combined with greater social acceptance of their 
need and their right as parents to reach out for help. 

The experiences gained by people in the Parent Support 
Service reveal that: 

• previously accepted norms of family life are changing, and 
these changes penetrated to all II?embers of our society. No 
longer can the two-parent nuclear family be taken for 
granted. Children are being reared in a wide variety of 
situations such as in blended families, with a lone parent, 
by fathers taking the traditionally maternal role, by 
parents separated as spouses but co-operating as parents. 

• women's expectations of themselves are changing. Some 
are becoming more ready to acknowledge their inability to 
act as '24-hour-a-day-Mums', and are being more assertive 
about their own needs. On the other hand, others are 
setting themselves unrealistically high standards as 
parents and are feeling inadequate and guilty when they 
see themselves as failures. 

• social pressures outside the family are stronger than ever 
on adolescents, while their futures become less and less 
predictable. The gap in parent/adolescent relationships 
seems to be widening, and many parents fail to realise that 
their children still need them, but in new ways. 

Ronda Hatch submitted that there is a need for reform and 
co-ordination of the roles of welfare, education and health 
authorities, police, courts, corrective services and voluntary 
organisations as they relate to children in need or trouble. 

Her concern lies with trying to change the attitudes and to 
increase the caring skills of those who work in the helping 
agencies and the judiciary associated with child welfare. She 
submitted that there is also a need for the recipients of the 
system, the children themselves and their parents, to be given 
better coping skills. 

Ms Hatch suggested that the methods and skills embodied in 
the. basic communication system called 'Effectiveness Train
ing', which can be taught to parents, teachers, youth leaders 
and women, could enable people in various agencies who 
deal with child welfare to review their roles and to co-operate 
as groups with a common concern. These same methods and 
skills can be given to the children within the welfare system so 
that their coping mechanisms will be enhanced and their 
self-awareness and self-acceptance heightened. 
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Ms Hatch concludes that ther.e is a need for persons involved 
in counselling services to be trained so that they may be less 
likely to seek gratification of their own needs by using their 
more powerful positions. 

Dependency and Families 

Dr Dorothy Darroch from the Australian National U ni
versity, in a submission titled 'Families and Domestic Welfare 
Work', suggested that special attention be given to the hypo
thesis that current welfare policies contain inherently con
flicting objectives, and that as a result they may have unantici
pated and damaging consequences for families. 

Policies are being designed to encourage self reliance and to 
reduce the escalation of public spending. Dr DarrC?ch sug
gests that these policies will thwart the Government's objec
tive of strengthening families. Her submission pinpoints the 
pattern of devolving part of the welfare burden from the 
state level to the family level both by returning to families 
responsibilities that have previously been carried by the state 
(such as hospital and medical insurance under Medibank I) 
and also by leaving families with responsibilities that the state 
might properly share, such as child care and care of the aged 
and the disabled. These policies, Dr Darroch submitted, far 
from fostering 'self-reliance', may burden and weaken fami
lies, intensify stress on certain family members, and consoli
date cycles of dependency. 

The paper raises a number of questions and related issues 
dealing with the hidden assumptions of these Government 
policies. 

• who actually performs the health and welfare services that 
are allocated to families? She suggests the term 'families' is 
to all intents and purposes a euphemism for 'women'. 

• can women be recruited in adequate numbers to fulfil the 
welfare functions being given back to 'families'? This ques
tion brings into focus the rising labour force participation 
of women which may limit the amount of welfare work 
that women can undertake. Many families, however, are 
dependent on the earnings of adult women and cannot 
afford to relinquish that income without falling into 
poverty. There needs to be thorough discussion of this 
dilemma to explore the range of health and welfare bene
fits that accrue to women and their families as a result of 
female labour force participation. This in turn would 
allow a realistic consideration of several problems that may 
be created rather than solved by allocating heavier welfare 
service burdens to families. 

• what are the costs of devolving the welfare burden back to 
families (that is, to women)? What will happen to the 
'woman in the middle' who has to cope with school-age 
children, elderly parents and parents-in-law, and some
times a divorced child returning home with a grandchild? 
Love is not a vaccine against the possibility of 'burn out' for 
such welfare workers. 

• what kinds of families are best able to shoulder increased 
domestic welfare work? What realistic measures are avail
able to actually 'strengthen' families? What features of 
modern life concentrate welfare work on women? How 
can the welfare burden be more humanely distributed 
within households? What can governments and employers 
do to support families doing welfare work? 

Dr Darroch submits that in view of our ageing population, 
the projected persistence of 'structural' unemployment, and 
the likely continuation of restraints on welfare spending, the 
issues raised are of urgent and lasting significance. 

Women's Electoral Lobby (WEL) brought attention to the 
increasing pressure on the household sector to provide care 
for dependent children and adults. WEL submits that 
pressure is eroding the potential capacity of the family unit, 
whether defined by biological/legal links or by mutual sup
port commitments, to provide the necessary social and 
emotional supports for its members. Failure to provide 
collectively funded services, which support dependent indi
viduals and those providing care for them, damages the 
capacity of people to maintain close, warm supportive 
relationships. 

WEL states that services for children below school age should 
be an integral part of social policy; they benefit both the child 
and the <;:arer; they provide developmental activities and 
social contact for the child as well as relieving parents of the 
tasks of full time care. 

Given that society has assigned the care of children primarily 
to women, WEL suggests that the lack of community services 
is a major factor in inhibiting the capacity of women to take 
their full part in the activities of the community. WEL is 
willing to provide evidence that the existing provision of 
children's services is totally inadequate; that the charges can 
be punitive and prohibitive; and that the availability of re
sources for program growth is nil. 

WEL also submitted that there is a lack of services for the frail 
aged and the disabled in need of personal care, which would 
allow them to remain in the community. Consequently they 
are deprived of the dignity of independence and their close 
(usually female) relatives are forced into the impossible 



choice of either agreeing to their institutionalisation or of 
providing in-home care at the expense of the carers' own 
capacity to earn. 

The Australian Family Association in its submission 
described itself as an organisation concerned with the 
strengthening and support of the traditional family. The 
Association's definition of the family is: 'An organic unit 
composed essentially of father, mother and children; in a 
~ider but still necessary relationship of grandparents, grand
children, aunts, uncles; a kinship group of human beings 
linked by ties of blood, marriage and adoption, structured to 
bear and rear children, to care for the young, the sick, the old 
and any other human needs. Above all, an 'optimum' family 
incorporates a caring function.' 

The. Association offered comments on the rapid social and 
technological changes and the increasing complexities which 
have generated pressures on families and have had an ad
verse impact on the lives of many Australians. The Associ
ation believes that the welfare state, which arose largely in 
response to these trends, challenged the allocation of func
tions traditionally ascribed to the family. 

The Association welcomes an expectation that families 
should exercise a greater responsibility for caring of its mem
bers throughout the wide range of changes that occur during 
the family life cycle. They see the family having a unique role 
as a mediating structure between the individual and the 
larger structures of society (for example governments, 
unions, business). They see the family as providing the essen
tial context in which the individual can develop his or her full 
potential as a human being. They believe that any social 
intervention should be based on the premise that the family is 
the primary caring unit of society. 

Their submission states that immediate policy action is re
quired to allow families to meet fully their caring functions. 
These functions, they believe, are being impaired by the 
increasing incidence of family break-up, the rapid increase in 
sole parents, and the increasing number of mothers of young 
children who find it necessary to join the full-time workforce 
in order to provide a reasonable level of existence for their 
family needs. 

However, the submission makes the point that it is essential 
that, in'formulating alternative policies, there be a shift away 
from a focus on the pathological or problem areas to a 
recognition of the capacities of all families to provide for 
their members. Rather than concentrating only on assisting 
'families in trouble', the Association submits that govern-

ments and other agencies should also direct resources to the 
support of families in meeting the normal pressures which 
they encounter. Further, specific government policies should 
be reviewed to ensure that policies do not have a 'dysfunc
tional' effect on the coping abilities of non-target families. 

The Association suggests that consideration should also be 
given to the inter-dependence of the generations, through 
the nurture of children, support for young parents, and the 
care of the aged. The welfare state seeks to replace these 
dependencies, and so tends to widen the gaps between the 
generations. 

The Department of Veterans' Affairs in dealing with a 
special area of dependency of repatriation embraces three 
essential elements: 

• the payment of compensatory pensions; 
• the provision of medical treatment; 
• a series of re-establishment measures. 

As the population ages the Department recognises two areas 
of importance: 

• income pensions and allowances which are in line with 
civilian pensions at maximum rates but are available five 
years earlier and with exemption from the income test of 
50 per cent (60 per cent from 1/1/82) of any disability 
pension. 

• medical treatment which is available for disabilities which 
are either service or non service related. 

The Department recognises that although it provides a wide 
range of facilities, its role must be supportive and blend with 
existing community home care. Much of the planning for the 
needs of older veterans is now based on the family and is 
aimed at obviating the need for institutional care by en
couraging families to maintain the aged in their home 
environments. 

Disabled Persons and Families 

Harold Wilkinson, Chairman of the Non-Government Com
mittee for the International Year of Disabled Persons, dis
cussed the problems of disablement in relation to families. 
He noted the attitudes and assumptions of governments and 
the community that the family will undertake the responsi
bility for its weaker members including the disabled. This 
attitude reinforces a view of the disabled as similar to the 
medically sick and dependent, and prevents the develop
ment of policies encouraging independence for the disabled. 
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M r Wilkinson suggests that for some disabled persons family 
living arrangements may not be the most appropriate, and 
encouragement should be directed towards enabling them to 
take part in the life of the community. Mr Wilkinson sub
mitted that independence for the disabled can occur only if 
economic policies are designed with independence as a major 
priority. 

Income/pension policies, he suggests, should examine the 
specific cost due to disability not only in reference to the 
disabled person but also to spouses, parents, and siblings. 
Means testing of family incomes needs re-examination, par
ticularly with a view to enhancing individual initiatives which 
might be curbed if the disabled person has no economic 
power. There needs to be a re-examination of funds present
ly going to institutions which might better be redirected to 
self-help groups. 

The Family and Disabled Study Group of the Australian 
Family Association recognises the United Nations' concern 
for the rights of the disabled and its challenging theme, 'full 
participation with equality'. 

In light of this, the Association states that: 

'The positive affirmation of the rights of disabled persons 
to live with their families and the need to give recognition 
and support to the role played by families as primary care 
givers is a distinctive element in the current world-wide 
upsurge of interest in the family and the international 
debate on family policy.' 

The Study Group highlighted the contradictions faced by 
government in forming policies that focus on treatment and 
rehabilitation thereby expanding the role of the professional 
in the service system, and policies that focus on prevention 
thereby supporting the family'S effort on its own behalf. The 
important question, the Study Group suggests, is how the 
family, the different levels of government and the voluntary 
community organisations can, on a partnership basis, share 
the activities of caring for dependent individuals. 

The Study Group is concerned about policies which empha
sise community care of disabled persons which will, they 
suggest, inevitably involve increasing burdens on caring rela
tives and neighbours, especially if expenditures on commu
nity services are simultaneously restricted. The hidden cost 
of disability needs to be considered. 

The submission noted that many mothers of disabled chil
dren become exhausted and angry because of the insensitive 
treatment from professionals. Three needs were identified 
by the Study Group: 

• the need for more information about the disability; 
• a wish to become more self reliaht in dealing with the 

disability; and 
• a need for more family support. 

The Study Group suggests that neighbourhood communities 
can potentially be a strong source of support for families with 
disabled members. However, the Group submitted there are 
minimal resources available to raise awareness among neigh
bourhood communities of the needs and rights of families 
with disabled members, and to release and mobilise helping 
resources. Those few social resources which are available for 
disabled people are usually channelled into separate, segre
gated services. The Study Group contrasted the considerable 
financial inducements for disabled persons to be institution
alised with the minimal support and assistance for disabled 
people to· live independently in their own homes in the 
community. 

Together with the recognition of the legitimate aspirations of 
many disabled persons· and their families towards indepen
dent living, there needs to be a comprehensive package of 
practical services such as: 

• appropriate arrangements for assessment of individual 
need; 

• assistance with the purchasing, modifying, extending or 
construction of suitable accommodation; 

• domiciliary support services; 
• assistance with the special daily living costs frequently as

sociated with disability; 
• adequate rehabilitation services with an independent 

living orientation; and 
• payment of disability allowance. 

The Group pointed out that a comprehensive independent 
living program would involve governments at all levels and 
voluntary organisations in planning, funding, operating and 
co-ordinating programs. The issue of independent living is a 
complex one and the Study Group has given consideration to 
at least two practical proposals which would direct supportive 
assistance to individuals and families. First is a modification 
of income support programs to respond more equitably to 
the needs of mentally and physically disabled persons; the 
second is for the introduction of a national attendant care 
service for the disabled. 

The submission pointed out th~t the unique feature of these 
proposals is that .support is directed to reducing the inevit
able strain on individuals and their families caused by hidden 
costs of disability. The submission stated that government 
cannot and should not do everything for everyone; but if the 



family is to assume its major function as 'care-giver' for those 
with disability, the community must provide a partnership of 
professional man-power and social activities that support the 
family in this role. To set up an active de-institutionalisation 
program for disabled persons without providing support 
structures for their families would mean in effect a 'dump
ing' of responsibility by governments on families who may 
not be able to cope. 

Economic Concerns for Families 

Sharing Money and Resources 

Meredith Edwards, Canberra College of Advanced Educa
tion, presented the results of a survey of 50 families with 
young children from the Queanbeyan area. The survey, 
entitled 'Shared Money in Families', reveals patterns of 
sharing within families which can be related to the level of 
income available to those families. 

The findings reveal that: 
• the source of income and the receiver of the income af

fected expenditure patterns; and 
• there is an inadequate transfer of income to household 

needs when husbands managed the money. 

The survey findings show that levels of sharing depended on 
the comparative education of husband and wife. The find
ings revealed that: allocations for housekeeping money did 
not necessarily match changing prices or income rises; most 
wives did not know their husband's income; personal spend
ing money for wives was very limited, particularly for those 
not in paid employment; many wives felt their husband's 
income belonged to him; husbands usually had a set amount 
of personal spending money. 

Ms Edwards made the point that any policy based on a belief 
that husband and wife pool resources is intrinsically bound 
up with an assessment of the extent to which pooling really 
occurs. 

She highlighted the fact that proposals for income splitting 
for taxation purposes assume sharing of incomes as does the 
payment of many social security benefits. Policies which 
assume that cohabitating couples share incomes, she said, 
may well be based on invalid assumptions. It would be ex
pected that informal marriage partners would be even less 
likely to share than formal marriage partners. 

Ms Edwards noted that her survey results suggest that family 
allowances appear to serve different purposes, depending on 
who manages the money. Where the wife is unemployed and 

does not manage the money, she is likely to use family allow
ances for her own purposes. Thus Ms Edwards submitted 
that there is a need for family allowance policy to be exam
ined in the light of these findings. 

Further she noted that taxation policies also need examining 
in light of these findings. Redistribution of income to women 
via a dependent spouse rebate paid to the wife would restrict 
the degree of freedom of wives to work, and might further 
decrease the amount of housekeeping money handed over 
by the husband. 

The implications of this study suggest that all policies based 
on an assumption of sharing of family income may need to be 
re-examined. 

Eva Cox, in a personal submission, pointed out that assump
tions about sharing of resources within families are express
ed legally in the FamiZv Law Act which states that spouses have 
an obligation to maintain the other in a widely defined set of 
circumstances, as well as their duty to maintain their chil
dren, as minors. 

Ms Cox submitted that such assumptions about family res
ponsibility for its members were once extended to aged 
parents. She stated that part of the opposition to introduc
tion of the pension was that affluent children of poor parents 
would now be relieved of their natural responsibility, and 
leave their parents as a charge on the State. Ms Cox pointed 
out an interesting and recent parallel highlighted by the 
discussions on payment of unemployment benefits to 16 year 
olds. Unemployed fifteen year olds, although legally allowed 
to leave school and work, are not eligible for such benefits, 
the suggestion being that 16-17 year olds should also be their 
parents' responsibility. Technically, under the Family Law 
Act, 16-17 year olds are in an identical situation to spouses, 
because there is a legal obligation to maintain them. 

Community of Property 

Gwendoline Ewens of Group of Concerned Women present
ed a submission titled 'Equal Rights Between Men and 
Women During Marriage and at Divorce in Relation to 
Matrimonial Property'. The submission links equality with 
freedom and independence. 

Mrs Ewens stated that it is vital for husband and wife to have 
an equal economic power base, so that neither is subservient 
to the other. She pointed out however that Australian law 
does not give legal recognition to equal rights relating to 
marriage. She submitted that Australia was the only country 
to bring in no fault divorce without a matrimonial property 
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regime which is designed to protect the equal rights of 
marriage partners to assets of the marriage at divorce. 

The submission gives details of the provisions which give 
women economic rights in most European and Scandinavian 
countries as well as the United States, Canada, the United 
Kingdom and New Zealand. There are variations in detail 
between the regimes of the different countries but, basically, 
such laws give married couples equal rights to all the matri
monial property they acquire during their marriage. In such 
matrimonial property regimes, married partners do not 
need to include the separate property they owned before 
marriage; further they are free to choose separate estate in 
marriage by private contract. 

Mrs Ewens pointed out that it is a mistake to believe that 
community of property systems make a married couple one 
in civil law; they do not. The system is specially designed to 
make a married couple two independent individuals with 
equal rights to matrimonial property acquired during their 
marriage to each other. It is precisely because of their sepa
rate identities under the system of community of property 
that the two married persons can be protected by law from 
each other in the event of malpractice - such as dissipation 
of assets, debts and bankruptcy. 

Mrs Ewens outlined the difference between community of 
property and separate estate; community of property 
spouses are given reciprocal rights over the property of the 
other spouse. Some rights may be exercised during mar
riage, others only when the marriage is dissolved - either by 
death, separation or divorce or when the estate is divided at 
the request of one of the spouses or by mutual consent . 

In her submission Mrs Ewens explained that the rights of one 
spouse over the property of the other are characterised by 
restrictions in the right to dispose of property which might be 
to the detriment of the other spouse. Further, spousal super
annuation rights are part of community of property and they 
are retained through this system by divorced spouses, pro 
rata to the duration of marriage. 

She stated that community of property gives wives an equal 
opportunity to initiate divorce by giving them equal legal and 
economic strength. This is not possible in Australia at 
present, she said, where many wives do not even have access 
to sufficient matrimonial assets to engage legal counsel. Mrs 
Ewens explained that community of property does not in
clude community of income. What constitutes matrimonial 
property can be set out by law. 

Arguments against community of property include the so
called dependency argument which postulates that equal 

rights to matrimonial property might cause women to stay 
within the economic 'shelter' of marriage. Mrs Ewens assert
ed that by giving women the secure knowledge that they 
cannot be deprived of their half share, marriage is no longer 
an economic cage. Also, with equal rights in marriage, it 
would be to the advantage of husbands to encourage their 
wives to have some paid employment. 

Another submission along the same lines on community 
property was received from Elizabeth Blom. This submis
sion is highly critical of the present Family Law Act and con
tends that women (as well as many men) are no longer con
tent with a system whereby their share of family assets (at 
death or divorce) depends on the whim of a spouse or on the 
discretion of a judge. Thus, Mrs Blom states that it is vitally 
important that the Family Law Act and State property laws be 
changed to accept the principle of marriage as an equal 
partnership. 

Eva Cox presented a contrary view on community of prop
erty in a personal submission. Ms Cox attacked the basic 
concept of regarding marriage as an economic unit with 
implicit assumptions about rights and obligations. Co
ownership of goods would reduce the status of marriage to a 
partnership with resources intertwined and ne~ding legal 
action to disentangle. 

She submitted that legal ownership could be a hollow right 
unable to be enforced; or if enforced could lead to physical 
abuse of weaker (female) spouses. Her paper links mainten
ance obligations to community of property rights and she 
objects to both. Marriage, according to her, should be a 
social, not an economic. bond. Individuals should be seen as 
such by social security policies and in terms of personal 
contracts with spouses and/or other persons. However her 
paper does agree there is a need to give marriage partners 
some security in expectation of property settlement terms 
which would divest judges of the powers of discretion . 

Margaret Hicks spoke for Group of Concerned Women 
about the injustices caused to married and divorced spouses 
by the Superannuation Act. 

Ms Hicks' submission described the taxation system which 
grants a spouse rebate to husbands for wives who dutifully 
remain at home. She submitted that there is no guarantee 
however that such a wife will gain in her older years from not 
earning an income. The Cqmmonwealth Superannuation Act 
does not recognise wives as having any right to monies paid 
(probably by "that same spouse rebate) for superannuation 
benefits. A wife only has entitlement to the benefits if she is 
widowed and then only if she stays unmarried. Indeed a wife 



is entitled to a lump sum (which in days of inflation is the best 
way to receive the benefit) only if her husband dies before 
retiring. 

Ms Hicks said that in some intact marriages men, on retire
ment, consider the superannuation benefit as a 'windfall' and 
proceed to treat it as such without any regard for the rights of 
their wives who are often reduced to living on a pension. 
Although the superannuation schemes are designed to make 
provision for an income earner's dependants, there is no 
provision to ensure that those dependants receive the 
benefit. 

The submission pointed out that divorced husbands can take 
their benefit with them to share with a de facto or a new 
marriage partner. The Family Law Act has spelt out a concept 
of sharing at divorce which appears to conflict with the pro
visions of the Superannuation Act. The Act, she said, appears 
to contravene the recently ratified United Nations Con
vention on Civil and Political Rights. 

Ms Hicks suggested that the concepts of need which have 
crept in to the workings of the Commonwealth Super
annuation Scheme only have force when the needs are 
between divorced and new wives, and de factos. She said the 
concept of need does not apply to widows who receive only 67 
per cent of the benefit as contrasted to widower super
annuants who receive 100 per cent. 

The Group of Concerned Women advocates that the Super
annuation Act be amended to include a formula for equalisa
tion of benefits in proportion to the length of marriage 
between a superannuant and spouse and that superannu
ation thus be treated as a form of family insurance to which 
both partners have contributed during the marriage. 

The submission from Mrs Ewens points out that a divorced 
wife can lose very much more than half the matrimonial 
property when she automatically loses all spouse superannu
ation rights at divorce. These rights are property. The value 
of them is far higher to older divorcees who have been 
married 24 years or more. Superannuation rights are built 
up over time; after 40 years of marriage they become ex
tremely valuable and cannot be replaced with private insur
ance because of the prohibitive cost. 

Payment to the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme is 
compulsory for public servants and is designed to cover two 
people in retirement - the member and spouse - and 
contributions are calculated accordingly. Mrs Ewens sub
mitted that a sixty-year-old woman in Australia at divorce is 
in a shameful position. She is sure of half the value of the 
matrimonial home, but not half of the rest of the matrimonial 

property, unless her ex-husband is ajust man. Her situation 
is bad if the 'needs' of the next woman in her ex-husband's 
life have to be considered. She may be given the family home, 
though there is often great pressure on her to sell it, if her 
family has grown up. If she is in rented premises, her position 
is dismal. If her husband is a member of a superannuation 
scheme, she loses her spouse's superannuation rights, be
comes a non-person to the scheme with which she was forced 
to be covered, getting nothing of the lump sum, retirement 
pension nor reversionary widow's pension by right. 

If a woinan's ex-husband were a member of the Defence 
Forces, she would have no right to the commutation money, 
which is four years' retirement pay in a lump sum. She is not 
likely to be awarded much more than $20 a week mainten
ance from her ex-husband, no matter how high his income, 
so that she will not lose fringe benefits awarded to Class B 
widow's pensions by Social Security. As her income from 
these sources is means-tested, she finds herself in a trap. Yet, 
if her ex-husband had died the day before divorce, she would 
have been covered by a reversionary pension and given the 
lump sum. 

Income Units 

The Women's Electoral Lobby submission also dealt with the 
outmoded assumptions built into Australia's tax and social 
security policies. 

The major part of the social security system in Australia is 
based on the marital unit. It was pointed out that this has two 
adverse consequences for women. First, it discourages a 
woman from seeking independent income as this would re
sult in her husband losing his entitlement to benefit. Second, 
in so far as this use of the marital unit is based on an incorrect 
assumption that husband and wife share their incomes equit
ably, the social security system could actually obscure poverty 
within families. A peculiarly obnoxious consequence of the 
assumptions made about the marital unit is that couples 
defined as living in a bona fide domestic relationship are 
treated as married couples regardless of their own percep
tions of the relationship or their financial relationships. WEL 
has maintained for some time that the social security pay
ment structure should be based on ~he needs of the individ
ual and not on assumed transfers within a family. Although 
the income unit for taxation purposes is the individual, there 
are aspects of taxation policy which not only assume a 
financial dependency but reward it. The tax system, in allow
ing a rebate for a dependent spouse, forgoes as much reve
nue in a financial year as the social security system pays to 
mothers in family allowances. WEL objects to the economic 
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significance placed on marriage rather than on parenthood 
in the tax/transfer system. 

WEL submitted that public-policy pronouncements promote 
value laden positions (rather than neutral positions) while 
pursuing economic ends. 

The Australian Family Association submits that lack of 
money is a problem for the 31 per cent of families which have 
access to only one income. They propose that the best policy 
may be one of giving women the freedom of choice. A home
maker's allowance or income splitting for tax purposes would 
provide homemakers the choice to either work or remain at 
home. 

The submission supported an income splitting proposal, 
paid maternity leave, a health insurance 'tax' for all earners 
and a Department of Family Affairs to monitor policies and 
trends. 

Eva Cox also discussed the income unit for social security 
payments. She stated that most of the benefit/pension 
systems in Australia are built on the assumption that families 
contain an income earning male, dependent spouse and, 
maybe, some dependent children. In approved situations 
where the male cannot provide, he was therefore eligible for 
income maintenance payments which included provisions 
for his wife and children. The consequence of this has been, 
she said, that in a system which bases eligibility for payment 
on an income test, the unit to be tested 'is the spouse unit, not 
the individual. This is so regardless of other categorical 
eligibility such as unemployment, disability, or need. 

In order not to advantage those who are unmarried over 
those in legal marriage, de facto couples are also grouped 
together for the purpose of determining income units for 
pensions. The pension/benefit system pays different rates 
for married and single recipients, as part of the assumption 
that two can live more cheaply than one. While this may be so, 
she submitted that it is the assumption that two married 
people (or de facto couple) can live more cheaply than any 
other duo, that causes the problem. Same sex friends sharing 
(even in a bona fide relationship) are individually eligible as 
are sibling or other related groups, such as mother and son. 
Yet they all have the advantage of shared living costs. Friends 
in groups of three, four or five cut costs, but retain individual 
rights. Only marriage partners are thus penalised. 

Ms Cox discussed alternative designs for pension/benefit 
systems, pointing out that working women, many of whom 
work part time at generally lower paid jobs, pose a problem 
for a system based on concepts of full time dependency of 

spouse or full time worker. Means tested benefits, for either a 
non working wife or for children, are generally withdrawn 
on receipt of a second income. This equates to a very high 
marginal tax rate on the second income, she said. 

One of the problems in attempting to move from a family
unit income-tested benefit to individual entitlements is the 
non-workforce status of many married women. Were the 
unit the individual, the argument goes, many of these 
women, with no defined income of their own, would become 
eligible for unemployment benefit, sickness benefit or the 
invalid pension. As many of these are married to high earn
ing husbands, payment to them would be an expensive trans
fer, benefitting people least in need. 

This argument makes certain assumptions about the sharing 
of resources in the family which are based on little or no 
evidence. Edwards' study of 50 families in Queanbeyan 
showed that women without separate incomes, yet married to 
high income earners, often have little or no personal money. 
However, these women are provided with certain material 
resources in terms of board, clothing and accommodation. 
Standards of such support obviously correlate with the hus
band's income. 

She suggested one possibility within the present structure of 
categorical payment might be to allow women to apply for 
benefits for which they are eligible in their own right. Their 
eligibility could then be determined on an individual income 
test, which would also contain a component for the emolu
ments received as part of their spousal relationship. If this 
was set at a proportion of the husband's income, say 25 per 
cent, women in low income households would be eligible for 
part benefits and pensions in their own right. 

Ms Cox also submitted that pension or benefit entitlements 
for children other than family allowances and orphan pen
sions are usually attached to the parent. There is a built-in 
assumption that the employed cohabiting partner (or ev(W a 
new spouse) will be responsible not only for the new adult 
partner but for all their offspring. 

Thus the single female parent not only loses her own entitle
ment to benefit, but also loses the child component of this 
benefit. Therefore the children become a charge on the 
person who is ostensibly supporting the woman. These chil
dre~ are not his, and could be numerous and are expensive. 
However, the children can only contribute their family allow
ances towards their upkeep, unless their natural father is 
paying maintenance. This is increasingly unlikely as courts 
often take into account the woman's entitlements to Social 
Security Benefits in determining maintenance. 



There seems, therefore, to be an argument for splitting lone 
parent benefits into component parts, attaching the child 
allowance (currently around ten dollars) to the child, and 
maybe incorporating the guardians' allowance into this pay
ment. Were this child allowance to remain attached to the 
child, it could be paid towards the child's upkeep in all situ
ations where there was little or no financial support from an 
actual parent. This procedure would assist those who accept 
responsibilities for the children of others. The procedure 
would mitigate somewhat the problems that occur when a 
woman on lone-parent payment rinks herself with a low 
income man. It would also assist those agencies and indi
viduals who provide for children in full-time alternate care 
through foster care. 

Education and Families 

Joan Fry presented the submission from the Department of 
Education which detailed the programs run by the Depart
ment. Until recently the programs have not been seen as 
specifically related to the family. The OECD has begun work 
recently on a study of the educational role of the family and 
Australia is assisting this work by providing information to 
the OECD on these matters. 

Ms Fry pointed out that the capacity of a child to benefit from 
education depends largely on the family. Factors such as the 
level of education of parents, expectations of parents, the 
understanding by parents of the school system and of the 
specific abilities of their child are seen as affecting the child's 
learning capacities. Migrant children may be disadvantaged 
if there is no English spoken at home. The relationship 
between parents and teachers is very important for the 
child's adaptation to school. Teachers often lack understand
ing of ethnic differences which can cause a lack of communi
cation with parents. 

Several members of the audience pointed out the need for 
encouragement of a father's involvement in the school pro
cess and also for the need to develop social skills of children. 

The Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) provided the 
Institute with information on its resource material on the 
family. The course, titled Social Education Materials Project 
(SEMP), includes material on the family which examines and 
explores roles, stereotypes and dynamics of family relation
ships. The CDC, together with QANT AS, has published an 
information kit of class and teachers books, posters and 
photographs entitled Seventeen Australian Families consisting 
of case studies of 17 families from major ethnic groups repre
sented in Australia. 

Employment and Families 

Dr Norman Fisher presented a submission from the Bureau 
of Labour Market Research within the Department of 
Employment and Youth Affairs. He outlined the responsi
bilities of the Bureau and said that although family issues are 
not the main target, the Bureau will be sensitised to these in 
future. He stressed the need for research which has rele
vance for policy formulation. 

The Director of Naval Social Work, Betty Spurgeon, from 
the Navy Office of the Department of Defence, presented a 
submission dealing with the relationship between the Navy 
and the family life of members as a special case of the inter
action between the occupational system and family life. 

She submitted that theorists of the family have tended to 
concentrate on the internal dynamics of the family and have 
paid little attention to the ways in which the family relates to 
institutions in the wider social system; nor have they examin
ed closely the legislative and structural power bases of the 
family. There is a lack of conceptual thinking and research 
data in this area. The family appears to lack a formal power 
base and therefore occupies a relatively unsupported and 
isolated position in the political and legislative process. 

The submission described the special requirements of Navy 
service and highlighted the interaction of employment con
ditions and family life. Contracts, relocation of jobs, separa
tion at sea and uncertainty about future movements are 
patterns of employment which take place in Navy service 
from the time a serviceman enters the service as an adoles
cent, grows up, gets married and has children. Consequently, 
conflicts of interest often arise between the demands of the 
Navy and ofthe family. The marriage bond, fertility, parent/ 
child bonding, education of children, male/female task shar
ing, family support networks and ties to families of origin are 
all affected in some way by the separation, mobility and 
uncertainty associated with naval life. 

The submission pointed out that social changes in the com
munity can upset the balance reached in these adjustments. 
Current problems affecting the naval family are connected 
with changing community attitudes towards male and female 
work roles and task sharing within the family. The sub
mission noted that it is no longer clear that the family will opt 
to move when the member is posted to a new area. This 
change in the attitude of wives is reflected in their concern to 
minimise changes in the education of children, and strength
ened by considerations of the cost and location of housing in 
some urban areas. 
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At the same time the community's attitude to the father/ 
husband role is changing, the submission noted. Evidence 
suggests that fathers are participating more fully in family 
roles and are increasingly present at the birth of their chil
dren; are capable of forming parent/child bonds of a quality 
not markedly different from the mother; and are sharing 
household tasks or at least participating more than they did 
ten years ago. The submission suggested that the naval father 
would appear to be increasingly disadvantaged in participat
ing in his family roles more fully because of his work. He may 
also be in a difficult position if his marriage breaks down and 
he wishes to care for his children or participate in a joint 
custody arrangement. 

The submission poses the question: What are community 
norms and what standards should be set for policy relating 
occupational demands with life demands? 

Alan Sutherland, in presenting the submission from the 
Royal Australian Air Force, also highlighted the conflict 
between the occupational requirements and the changing 
demands of family life. Although the Air Force is unique, 
many of the issues concerned with family and personal well
being underlying these experiences are either shared by or 
are important to the civilian community. 

Mr Sutherland noted that the RAAF community has 
changed over the last 25 years with a significantly greater 
proportion of married men personnel (presently 64 per 
cent), especially in the younger age groups; larger families; 
more single fathers; greater home ownership despite the 
provision of homes by the RAAF; and more working wives. 

The changing status of and attitudes towards women have 
had a significant impact on the RAAF community he said. 
Now, more often wives leave husbands or refuse to accom
pany them on posting. At the same time more fathers see 
themselves as capable of caring for their children when mar
riages break down. For many families it has become 'essen
tial' for wives to work, although the RAAF is generally unable 
to accommodate these needs when it posts members. 

Mr Sutherland noted that the RAAF recognises de facto 
relationships after 12 months cohabitation, particularly 
where children exist or there is some impediment to mar
riage. Further, aged parents or other relations may be con
sidered dependants in certain circumstances but recognition 
does not always easily flow into realistic housing arrange
ments. The submission noted that the problems of single 
fathers who have access to, but not the care and control of, 
their children, are accentuated if they are moved away from 
the area in which their children reside. In the areas of adop-

tion and special needs of children the complications and 
differences are so great as to make many affected families 
'unpostable' or lead them to leave the RAAF. 

The submission highlighted the fact that a move requires 
every family to re-n~gotiate its needed welfare resources, no 
matter how simple these may be. One of the problems 
encountered by service personnel in the matter of welfare 
services is that the definition of clients held by most welfare 
agencies only includes certain classes of disadvantaged per
sons, such as the unemployed, the aged, the poor, and those 
who break laws; thus agency services are designed around 
these groups. Consequently, welfare agencies have little 
understanding of service life and of the special needs created 
by temporary family separations for service reasons and of 
those who move to settle in a new community. 

The O'Connor Family Centre submission, presented by 
Nigel Wilkinson and John Harkins, discussed the problems 
of unemployment in relation to families. They submitted 
that the unemployed suffer a loss of dignity and a sense of 
failure. Further they suggest that people develop a fear of 
rejection and a fear of the bureaucracy, particularly of the 
Department of Social Security, and this fear extends to other 
government institutions that are established to help people. 

The Centre's submission said that a major problem for the 
unemployed is isolation from the community as they cannot 
afford to join in many social activities such as going to the pub 
for a drink, eating at a restaurant, or going to the cinema. 

The Centre submits that the difficulties of unemployment 
for breadwinners, single parents, teenagers and the children 
of the unemployed have so far not been researched. 

Family Planning and Fertility 

The Family Planning Association presented the results of a 
national survey on family planning clinic usage carried out in 
June 1979 in all States and Territories. There was a response 
rate of 96 per cent to the questionnaire which was completed 
by 4300 clients. Clinical records were also examined. Much of 
the data are yet to be processed. The study set out to find out 
why clients go to clinics rather than use other medical 
serVICes. 

The submission described aspects of the clientele of family 
planning clinics. Women who go to clinics are generally 
under twenty-five and have either no children or 2 children. 
Most clients are single. Most clients were not engaged in 
full-time education. Clients were generally non-practising 



Anglicans, Roman Catholics or had no religious affiliation. 
Most clients were not financially dependent on parents. 
Usually clients learnt about the clinics from friends, although 
some had information about clinics from the media. Most 
clients used some form of contraception. Advice was obtain
ed from clinics or doctors; about 10 per cent obtained advice 
from their mothers. 

The submission addressed the question: Why do these 
women come to the clinics? The first visit appears to be on the 
recommendation of a friend; a preference for a choice or" 
methods; persons with no family doctor; or for reasons of 
confidentiality. Continuing clients come because the service 
is good and the staff is helpful. Confidentiality is very impor
tant for young clients. The report stresses the variations in 
usage, service delivery and clientele between the States and 
variations based on age and length of time clients have been 
attending family planning clinics. Unfortunately, there is no 
control sample to tell why other women don't go to the clinics. 

During the discussion there was mention of the need for 
more research on sexual difficulties within human relation
ships and for further research on male needs and responses. 

Dr Stefania Siedlecky presented the submission from the 
Department of Health dealing with aspects of family forma
tion, particularly in relation to teenage sexuality and 
pregnancy. 

The submission deals with: 
• comparison of social characteristics of married and un

married young people aged 18-25 years; 
• pregnancy and abortion among teenagers; 
• decline in pregnant brides and conceptions in the first 

years of marriage; 
• decline in marriage and adoption as solutions to ex-nuptial 

pregnancy, resulting in a relative rise of ex-nuptial births 
and single parent families; 

• punitive attitudes towards teenage sexuality, reluctance to 
provide sex education and access to contraception; 

• attitudes of young unmarried people to pre-marital sex, 
sexual experience, and information on birth control; 

• objectives of the Family Planning Program. 

Dr Siedlecky noted that age, class and religious differentials 
in contraceptive use appeared to be minimal in the 1977 
survey of young Melbourne unmarried persons. Over 80 per 
cent of both sexes did not regard virginity as important; over 
half the boys and 40 per cent of girls had never discussed 
birth control with their parents; 95 per cent believed, how
ever, that information should be given before the age of 18 
and over 80 per cent before age 16. Dr Siedlecky said that 

although contraceptive knowledge is high, there is very little 
evidence that availability of information encourages sexual 
experimentation or promiscuity. 

Among teenagers the proportion of first nuptial births in the 
first seven months of marriage has fallen. The proportion of 
ex-nuptial confinements amongst teenagers has increased 
but overall there has been a greater percentage decline for 
teenage confinements than for all other age groups up to 40 
years. 

The decline in teenage confinements has been associated in 
South Australia with increased abortion and an overall de
cline in pregnancy rate (presumabiy due to better contra
ception). 

Teenagers have been identified by the World Health Organ
ization as being one group for whom pregnancy brings social 
and medical risks. Pre-nat.al death rates are higher, young 
marriages are at risk and the group is unduly represented in 
poverty and divorce statistics. There are also medical risks 
associated with young age of first intercourse. 

I n order to encourage a later age of first intercourse and to 
avoid unwanted pregnancy, there would appear to be a need 
for adequate sex education. Young people generally have 
indicated an increasing awareness and responsibility towards 
birth control, and they see their needs requiring a joint effort 
by parents and schools, backed up by medically sound in
formation. Technical aspects of reproductive physiology and 
contraception must be supplemented with information of 
behavioural aspects. 

Attempts to introduce comprehensive and universal sex edu
cation programs are hampered by reluctance, embarrass
ment and restriction on the part of some parents and 
teachers, church groups and the community generally. It is 
essential for young peOple to understand how and when to 
make decisions about starting a sexual life, what factors 
should govern their decision, what responsibilities they have 
to themselves, their partners and any possible children, and 
that contraception is essential and available. 

Dr David Lucas, of the Australian National University, in his 
submission commented that sterilisation is the main contra
ceptive method for persons aged over thirty. This has impli
cations for remarriage. Only one partner needs sterilisation, 
and the ratio of female sterilisation to male sterilisation seems 
to be increasing. Thus situations will arise whereby, after a 
divorce, one of the partners (probably the wife) will be denied 
the opportunity of beginning a new family. 
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Migration Policies and Families 

The Commissioner for Community Relations, the Hon A.J. 
Grassby, pointed out that there is no such thing as an average 
family. Australia now encompasses people with 90 languages 
and 80 religions including no religion and has indeed a 
multicultural society. Mr Grassby noted that the Family 
Court needs to recognise this in providing adequate counsel
ling services geared to this multicultural society. He said that 
legal problems can arise when the status of divorce is not the 
same in Australia as in a migrant's country of origin. These 
legal situations, he said, can translate into problems such as 
bigamy and illegitimacy, and the loss of dowry. 

The Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs pre
sented an overview of population trends and in particular 
noted that while family sizes have been decreasing, life spans 
have been increasing. 

Family reunion is one of the categories for migrant selection 
and this category depends on a concept of nuclear family. 
Consideration can be given to other relatives but there needs 
to be care that entry does not exacerbate the level of unem
ployment in Australia. 

The Department's submission noted that family factors also 
receive consideration when the refugee program is deter
mined. However, there is an impression that the importance 
of the extended family is often maximised for the purpose of 
gaining entry to Australia but diminishes once the group 
arrives. This however may be due to pressures in the Austral
ian environment. 

The submission noted cultural changes as migrants adjust to 
housing conditions. Fertility rates mirror those of Austral
ians. Married women in employment gain new economic 
power within the family and a wider social network with often 
a greater relative independence. Women at home suffer a 
loss of traditional support networks and are often isolated 
within the family by language and cultural barriers. There is 
an increased use of women's refuges by migrant women 
reflecting the increasing incidence of family breakdown. 
Further the submission stated that children are the advance 
guard for cultural change and often face the conflict between 
two cultures. The aged are vulnerable in a society that 
emphasises nuclear family organisation and the primacy of 
youth. 

Urban Policy and Families 

Mercia Ferrier from the University of Queensland pointed 
'out that 'historically the structure and well being of the family 

has been related to urbanisation and the spatial organisation 
of our cities' ... 'The cause and effect relationship between 
demographic, social and economic changes has transformed 
family patterns and this has strong implications for the social 
and physical structure of our cities.' 

Ms Ferrier has examined a social atlas of Bri-sbane construct
ed from the 1976 Census on which areas can be differenti
ated on variables including participation of married women 
in the labour force, average family size, age group, income 
group, and family types. In Brisbane the nuclear family 
accounts for 28 per cent of family households, married 
couples without children 22 per cent and single persons 
living alone 20 per cent. 

She said traditionally, urban policy has been concerned with 
the regulation of land use and the distribution of scarce 
resources amongst competing groups in our society - bene
fitting some and depriving others. It is apparent that affluent 
sections of our society - industry, commerce, the wealthy 
and powerful - have greatest access to these resources. 
Wealthy suburbs enjoy a disproportionate share of services 
and amenities; large amounts of public money are spent on 
freeways which benefit commercial and business interests at 
the expense of investment in public transportation which is 
used extensively by the less mobile and less privileged. She 
said that governments and planners alike need to recognise 
the real needs of the less powerful. 

Obviously the economic security and well-being of a family is 
directly related to its spatial access to urban resources -
housing, transportation, community services and amenities, 
and employment opportunities. She said this underlines the 
importance of urban policy for procuring a more equitable 
distribution of these resources. 

Young People 

The ACT Consultative Committee on Social Welfare, Chil
dren's Services Sub-Committee presented the final report 
on its work to the Seminar. It dealt with problems and made 
recommendations in the areas of unemployed youth, youth 
accommodation, youth at school, handicapped youth, young 
single mothers and income security. 

The report included a statement on youth services which 
argued that services must be formulated and implemented in 
the context of the whole community. Solutions addressing 
only the problems of youth inevitably divide and weaken the 
community. 



It argued that the institutional approach to community prob
lem solving and government funding activity disenfranchises 
a community of its power to understand and to care for its 
own well-being. This may weaken the community's state of 
social health and make it dependent on government inter
vention. The intervention, in turn, has thus become more 
extensive just to maintain the community's social health at its 
reduced level. 

The report noted the primary conflict between individuals 
and professional autonomy, identity and practices, and 
organisationally prescribed values, beliefs and procedures. It 
points out that the relationship between the professional and 
the young person has a hidden agenda (set by the organi
sation) which entails the tacit allegiance of the professional to 
the parent, school, law or other authority. 

The report concluded that the primary emphasis of youth 
services should enhance self-healing, self-regulating pro
cesses while at the same time providing structured services 
for those who require them; not, however, in institutions but 
in effective small groups. 

Homelessness of youth was also the concern of a submission 
from YWCA Canberra. The YWCA submission also men
tioned the need for small groups in community h,ousing and 
rejected the concept of institutionalisation of first offenders. 

SECTION 2 

Suggested Research Projects 
Projects, which various submissions suggest need to be 
undertaken (not necessarily by the Institute), are listed 
below. Submissions stressed that all research should be able 
to be implemented or contribute in some way to policy 
development. It should be noted that the Institute has 
already embarked on some areas of this research. 

Aboriginal Families 

Research on a variety of issues affecting Aboriginal families 
as suggested by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs: 
• The effects of institutionalisation of Aboriginals (whether 

during childhood or adulthood) and on their role as 
parents. 

• The effects of chronic unemployment in rural areas on 
Aboriginal families, including the effect of migration to 
the city. 

• The needs of Aboriginal families to help maintain or to 
create stability in the different Aboriginal communities. 

• The effects of conforming to imposed legal and adminis
trative systems on the extended Aboriginal family 
network. 

• The extent to which alcoholism contributes to family 
breakdown. 

• The prevalence of extended Aboriginal family ties, 
especially in rural towns and urban areas; the extent to 
which inherent obligations still exist, and the effects of 
these obligations on families. 

Changing Norms of Family Life 

• The functioning of families in Canberra as a special area 
study. It is suggested that a number of factors affect fami
lies in Canberra which are not so apparent in other areas. 
The city is a community of immigrants and the normal 
transgenerational supports are often lacking. There is also 
an unusually high level of household income and probably 
a large number of two income f<lmilies. (Australian Family 
Association) 

• The effect on children of the changing norms in family life 
and of new patterns of parenting which are emerging. 
(Parent Support Service) 
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• Information is needed on changing community norms. 
(Department of Defence, Naval Office) 

• The perceptions of family and the aspirations for family 
life in Australia; such a study might assist in defining 
Australian 'family' types. (Department of Defence, Naval 
Office) 

• The Catholic Women's League recognises a gap in the 
research on 'what constitutes a good marriage and a good 
family'. The League suggests that research into the area of 
authority and responsibility within the family is needed. 

• A useful supplementary study could be to compare 
general community perceptions and aspirations on the 
family with those of policy makers, administrators and 
social workers. 

• Perceptions of the pressures experienced by families could 
be studied in order to analyse the increasing reluctance of 
many young people to enter stable, family-type 
commitmertts and the increasing breakdown of marriage. 

• Changing social trends in the composition of the family, 
e.g. the potential problems of the childless ageing couple. 
(Department of Veterans' Affairs) 

• Research into how the family re-establishes itself in new 
environments. 

• An evaluation of the benefits or compensations of being 
armed-service families, together with examination of ad
justment to separations caused by armed-service 
placement; 

• Information about how family net.works are established is 
needed in order to demonstrate how soon formal re
sources could be delivered so as to encourage maximum 
self-sufficiency and to reinforce those networks. (Royal 
Australian Air Force) 

Disabled Persons and Families 

• Explore the development of a model for disabled persons 
that is not just a medical model. (IYDP, NCO Committee) 

• Investigate different options for income security both for 
families and for disabled persons. (IYDP, NCO 
Committee) 

• Determine the specific expenditure which is due to dis
ability. (lYDP, NCO Committee) 

• Investigate options for living arrangements including 
options for community living. (IYDP, NCO Committee) 

• Investigate the implications of the Handicapped Person As
sistance Act in relation to the funding of institutions and not 
individuals. (IYDP, NCO Committee) 

• Investigate the feasibility of providing assistance to fami
lies to encourage independent living for handicapped per-

sons including the use of tax credits to encourage home 
care; availability of financial assistance for special equip
ment and other needs; and employment opportunities to 
promote self support. Attention should also be paid to 
transportation, housing, education, and income mainten
ance as well as subsidised adoption of hard-to-place chil
dren. (Australian Family Association) 

Divorce Studies 

• Analysis of trends evidenced in divorce cases commg 
before the Family Court; studies of the post-divorce 
histories of divorced persons; studies of patterns of child 
nurturing; and studies on the rate of re-marriage. 
(Australian Family Association) 

Education Issues 

• Evaluation of health and human relations courses in 
schools. (WWWW) 

• Investigation of the means by which the community can be 
made aware of the needs of young people. (ACT Consul
tative Committee on Social Welfare) 

• Investigation of the level of financial support available for 
tertiary study as an influence on the decision-making of 
secondary school students and their families about con
tinuing their secondary school studies through to Year 12. 
(Department of Education) 

• The participation of migrant parents in the school process. 
(Department of Education) 

• Investigation of a follow-up course for young marrieds 
exploring inter-personal relationships. (Catholic Women's 
League) 

• Explore the usefulness of financial counselling for young 
marrieds. (Catholic Women's League) 

Family Planning 

• Compilation and analysis of material from the National 
Survey of Family Planning Clinics. (Family Planning 
Association) 

Fertility Research 

The following research needs were suggested by the Depart
ment of Health. 
• Better data collection on abortion and continuing investi

gation on the social characteristics of women seeking 
abortion. 



• Follow-up studies into: the psycho-social and medical 
effects of abortion; the psychological effects of refusal of 
abortion on the woman and her child; psychological 
effects of adoption on the mother and the child. 

• Evaluation of the effects of sex education in schools as one 
of the social factors in: reducing sexual dysfunction; 
improving parentiIig and relationship skills; delaying initi
ation of sexual activity; better contraceptive use; reducing 
unwanted pregnancy and abortion. 

• The relationship between teenage marriages because of 
pregnancy and young marital break-up. 

• Study of single teenage mothers and their children, and 
adjustment of their children to later marriage and blended 
families. (Also suggested by ACT Consultative Committee 
on Social Welfare) 

Government Policies and Their Impact 

• Information on the following questions: 
What kinds of families are best able to shoulder increased 
domestic welfare work? What realistic measures are avail
able to actually 'strengthen' families? What features of 
modern life concentrate welfare work on women? How 
can the welfare burden be more humanely distributed 
within households? What can governments and employers 
do to support families doing welfare work? (Dr Dorothy 
Darroch, ANU) 

• Investigation of the impact on society on increased 
numbers of non-married persons (never married, 
divorced and widowed) and the implications of this 
changed demographic situation for housing, labour force 
and social services. (P. McDonald, ANU) 

• The impact of services and legislation on families, e.g. 
adoption services, the Family Law Act. (ACOSS) 

• Data should be obtained in order to investigate the need 
for quality services for children and their families. 

• Comprehensive profiles of present and future needs of 
the aged and the infirm. (Department of Veterans' 
Affairs) 

• Cost/benefit analysis of the effects of increasing help and 
services for the aged at home and the consequent increase 
in domiciliary nursing. (Departments of Veterans' Affairs) 

• Psychological effects of institutional versus domiciliary 
nursing. (Department of Veterans' Affairs) 

• Research on the cost of ageing for families, and the impact 
of government policy for the aged on family structures 
and support systems, particularly in the context of in
creasing numbers of single parent families. (Department 
of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs) 

• In a time of competing pressures on Government 
resources, it is essential to have a clear knowledge of the 
types of demands placed upon families, which of these 
they can accommodate adequately themselves, and the 
types of family structures that emerge in response to these 
demands. 

Health Issues 

• Monitoring the access to health care for people just above 
the eligibility income level who may be unable to afford 
health insurance. (Woden Community Service) 

• A controlled study comparing the risks and virtues of 
hospital and home births including a study of bonding in 
families and a study of the reasons families choose one or 
the other. (Canberra Homebirth Association) 

Historical Research 

Studies proposed by Dr Susan Magarey and Dr Jill Matthews 
(ANU) are as follows: 
• An historical study, beginning no later than 1850, of the 

changing shapes, sizes and functions of households, taking 
into account life-cycle changes within household units. 

• An historical investigation of ideas and ideals held in the 
variety of domestic groups about how they should be 
living. In particular an analysis of the discrepancies 
between ideals held and realities experienced, such as 
those Lyn Richards identifies in Having Families. (Penguin, 
1978). 

• An historical analysis of the assumptions about families 
incorporated into social policy and the practice of welfare 
agencies (both government and voluntary), and the effect 
in maintaining/changing relationships within and between 
households: for example, the effects of the banning of 
contraceptive information in the 1920s and its renewed 
availability in the 1960s on the fertility rate of Australian 
families; and the effect of financial measures designed to 
support families (baby bonus, child endowment, depen
dent spouse rebate, widows' benefits, family allowances) 
on child care arrangements and women's participation in 
the workforce. 

Income and Resources Distribution Within 
Families 

• Research into resource distribution within families, 
emotional support available within families and support 
services available to individual family members taking into 
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account that much family research starts with the conven
tional assumption that the family can be examined as a 
unit, ignoring the needs of individuals within that unit, 
whether they be adult or adult female, adolescent or 
younger child. (WEL) 

• Investigate the provision of supplementary assistance to 
unemployed young people. (ACT Consultative Com
mittee on Social Welfare) 

• Investigate a more equitable income tax system. (Catholic 
Women's League) 

• Research the way social mores reinforce the trend towards 
materialism in families at the expense of overall well
being. (Catholic Women's League) 

• Investigate the possibilities and problems of community of 
property. (G. Ewens, E. Blom, M. Hicks) 

• Investigation into income-splitting, homemakers allow
ance and increased family allowances. (WWWW) 

• Investigation into the appropriate income unit for social 
security benefits and taxation taking into account the 
amount of transfer within families. (M. Edwards, E. Cox) 

• Investigation of the relationship between the source of 
income, the recipient of that income and household ex
penditure patterns. (M. Edwards) 

• Investigation of the implications of paying taxation credits 
such as spouse rebate directly to the spouse. (M. Edwards) 

• Investigation of the implications of attaching childrens' 
benefits to the child itself so that it is means tested on the 
child's income and not on its parents. (E. Cox) 

• Investigate how 'board' paid by employed (or un
employed) teenagers is treated by the receiving parent. 
(M. Edwards) 

• Research into the distribution of family income according 
to the composition of families. In determining the 
economically disadvantaged, it is not enough to measure 
the aggregate (or household) income, and a move must be 
made towards adopting a per capita approach. (Australian 
Family Association) 

• Research into the effects of income maintenance on 
families with particular emphasis on Aboriginal families. 
Such research could provide a basis for effective methods 
of helping and supporting Aboriginal families. (Australian 
Early Childhood Association) 

Migrant Families 

• Research on the effects of family structures imported by 
first generation migrants on the second and third gener
ations. More specifically, a study of the extent to which the 
social basis of ethnic family models is sacrificed in the 

second generation in response to occupational and eco
nomic mobility. (Department of Immigration and Ethnic 
Affairs) 

• Study of marriages amongst ethnic groups whose cultu
rally determined sex roles contrast sharply with Australian 
norms, and where couples have been resident in Australia 
for a number of years. (Department of Immigration and 
Ethnic Affairs) 

• Study of arranged and proxy marriages involving young 
women born or reared in Australia and more recently 
arrived men. (Department of Immigration and Ethnic 
Affairs) 

• Examine patterns of mutual support and assistance within 
individual families in the various ethnic groups and the 
relative strengths of different family structures (e.g. vari
ations of nuclear and extended families) in adapting to the 
new environment. Comparative studies of the changes in 
migrant family structures during settlement, and the fac
tors underlying those changes. 

• Study of a sample of families involved in maintenance 
guarantee agreements among ethnic groups to examine 
the social and economic pressures on families which lead 
to the breakdown of extended family relationships as indi
cated by the abandonment of such agreements. (Depart
ment of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs) 

• Research into the differences between Australian mar
riage laws and those of countries from which Australia has 
drawn migrants. (Commission for Community Relations) 

• Study of marriages between non-Asian men resident in 
Australia and sponsored Asian brides. (Department of 
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs) 

Voluntary Agencies 

• Policy development is needed in the area of funding of 
voluntary agencies who cannot survive uncertainty and 
other frustrating difficulties indefinitely. (Woden Com
munity Service) 

• Development of a properly considered method of funding 
agencies. (ACOSS) 

• Evaluation of service delivery systems as a whole. (ACOSS) 
• Investigate the basic beliefs, communication and listening 

skills of groups (both private and government) dealing 
with social welfare concerns. (R. Hatch) 

Current Institute Research 

One obse~vation should be made regarding the above re
search proposals. The Institute has recently commenced 



several studies on family life in Australia. One study has a 
sample of 2500 people across Australia between the ages of 
18 and 34 who are in various stages of family formation. 
These people will be re-interviewed over the next seven years 
to follow their patterns of family formation (or non
formation) to gain a better understanding of these patterns. 
A further study is focusing on people who have recently 
divorced in Family Courts in three States of Australia. 
Studies of children and adolescents of divorced families are 
under way and a family network study is presently being 
conducted in Victoria. Also in the pilot stages is a study of the 
child's view of family life, the resources available to children 
and the role of parents as educators. Since the family's major 
function is to rear and nurture children, this study will throw 
light on critical factors involved in carrying out that function. 
As part of its research plan, the Institute is also developing a 
longitudinal study of policy effects on families. All of these 
studies should contribute data to answer some of the above 
questions. For the rest, the Institute is gathering together all 
research proposals made at the ten Family Impact Seminars 
and assessing the extent to which it can incorporate them into 
its research plans. 
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PO Box E280 ' 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Don Grimes 
Shadow Minister for Social Security 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Ronda Hatch 
Abortion Counselling Service 
38 Dwyer Street 
COOK ACT 2614 

Margaret Hicks 
Group of Concerned Women 
PO Box 60 
MANUKA ACT 2603 

Dr David Lucas 
Australian National University 
PO Box4 
CANBERRA CITY ACT 260 I 

Dr Peter McDonald 
Australian National University 
PO Box4 ' 
CANBERRA CITY ACT 260 I 

Dr Susan Margarey 
Australian National University 
PO Box4 
CANBERRA CITY ACT 260 I 

Dr Jill Matthews 
Australian National University 
PO Box4 ' 
CANBERRA CITY ACT 260 I 

O'Connor Family Centre 
4 Finn Street ' 
O'CONNOR ACT 260 I 

ValO'Regan 
20 Hagelthorn Street 
F ARRER ACT 2607 

Parent Support Service 
Health Promotion Centre 
Childers Street 
CANBERRA CITY ACT 260 I 

Pregnancy Support Service 
PO Box 476 
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2601 

Harold Wilkinson 
Non-Government Committee for I.Y.D.P. 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Woden Community Service 
Corinna Street 
WODEN ACT 2606 

Womens Electoral Lobby 
3 Lobelia Street 
O'CONNOR ACT 260 I 

Women Who Want to be Women 
24 Ridley Street 
TURNER ACT 260 I 

Young Women's Christian Association 
2 Mort Street 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 
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Institute of Family Studies 
766 Elizabeth Street 
Melbourne Victoria 3000 

Telephone (03) 342 9100 60414-1001 
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